
OCTOBER 2022 

It’s Pumpkin carving time! 
 

Please bring carved pumpkins throughout October;  
with your name and contact information, to the  

"Sellers" residence at 481 Parkwood Blvd. 
Ray and Steph will light them each evening. There will be a ballot 

box next to the front lantern. Drawing will be held  
October 31st in the a.m. First, 2nd and 3rd place winners will be 

posted out front, mailboxes and clubhouse.   
Prizes $100(1st), $50(2nd) and $25(3rd).  

You can carve as many pumpkins as you like!  
Now Get Carving! 

Fall Yard Clean Up 

OCTOBER 10
TH

, 11
TH

, 12
TH

 AND 13
TH

  

Parkwood will be Accepting Yard Debris During the Days  
Listed Above Only to be Left by the Shop Fence. 

Acceptable yard waste: Leaves, Grass Clippings, Weeds, Shrubs, Brush,  
Small Branches, and other Organic Materials from Pruning.  

Do not Leave Debris in Plastic Bags.  
Please do not Block the Shop Gate. 

We will NOT accept: Large Tree Rounds, Stumps, Contractor Waste, Rocks, 
Plastic Bags or Garbage of any kind. This event is for Yard Waste Only.   

Thank you!  



On Sustainability 

What are we trying to do here? 
Basically, consuming with care...how do we know when we have enough? 
Here are more screening questions to help guide our action choices: 
Does the action enhance human well-being or reduce it? 
Does the action create more life or reduce it? 
I find these to be tough questions as so many times the action might seem to  
enhance some people’s lives whilst harming others. Then there is the uncomfortable 
reality that we are inextricably linked to all creatures, great and small!  
And, of course, plants!  
Many times, the issues that we face are related to political and economic forces. It 
can be daunting to figure out the best way to influence those in power to shift focus. 
Do we find and support organizations that share and work for our principles and or 
do we address companies and politicians directly? Of course, one of the things we 
can always do is to choose what we purchase. 
To me it is encouraging that bicycles are becoming more popular, including the ones 
with little engines.  Win-win here, less air pollution, more fun and fitness! 
If you like to be inspired and are interested in exploring this subject some more, look 
online at regeneration.org. 

 

Jennifer Brodie    ~  Be Well!  

     OPEN MIC NIGHT!! 

   Oct  19th  6PM 

This is a very casual event.       

Bring an instrument, a poem, story, hobby, joke (or two) show  

and tell, a skit or sing a song. A small PA and a couple of  

microphones will be available if needed. Some snacks and  

coffee will be provided, but feel free to bring a treat to share. 
Let’s get together again and have some fun! 

LOOKING FOR CANASTA PLAYERS! 
WANNA LEARN? WANNA SHOW YOUR SKILLS? 
CONTACT SUSAN STINARD @ 407-770-7241 

“Parkwood is like many small parks put together, makes a great Park!” 



Well fall is here now the days will really start to get shorter. Living in a mobile home 
park you have to consider your neighbors in a emergency. To a certain extent we will 

all be in the same boat and dependent on one another for basic survival. How well do 
you know your closest neighbors? Will they be able to help themselves? Will they be 

able to help you? Will they turn to you for help? Or will they turn ON you for help. 
One of the reason we have PERT in Parkwood is to have answers for those questions. 
That is why Map Your Neighborhood is such a fantastic program. So get to know your 
neighbors, you do not have to hang out all the time but it’s nice for everyone to know 

who they can count on in a disaster. Let me know if you want to set up a MYN 
meeting in your neighborhood. Be good to each other and stay safe. Goose 

                                  Why do demons 
and ghouls hang out together?  

 

                                              Because demons       
are a ghoul's  
best friend! 

Beautiful sunset shot  of the park from Marilyn Bryant 

Recipe Corner 

GREEN CHICKEN ENCHILADA - CHEF UNKNOWN 

1 1/2 C TACO BELL VERDE SALSA, DIVIDED 

4 C SHREDDED COOKED CHICKEN 

1/2 C DRAFT SOUTHWEST RANCH DRESSING 

12 ea. 6” CORN TORTILLAS, WARMED 

1 C. KRAFT MEXI-STYLE 4-CHEESE, SHREDDED 

OVEN TO 3500  

POUR HALF OF THE SALSA INTO 13 X 9 DISH 

TOSS CHICKEN WITH DRESSING 

SPOON 1/3  C. CHICKEN MIX DOWN  THE CENTER 

OF EACH TORTILLA. ROLL AND PLACE SEAM SIDE 

DOWN IN DISH. 

POUR ON REMAINING SALSA.  TOP WITH CHEESE. 

COVER AND BACK 15-20 MINUTES. 

(If you are the author of this recipe that was 

dropped in the box, please let me know. We want 

to give credit where credit is due!) 

More  recipes needed. Send in your faves! 



 

NOT A BACKYARD FAVORITE, but… 

by Ida Domazlicky and Jane Nicholas  

Photo by Abhishek Kamphampati 

 

Look up!  Besides geese and the occasional Bald Eagle, this time of year 

we are likely to see Turkey Vultures in large flocks migrating south from 

Vancouver Island and more northern areas in British Columbia.  And  

Turkey Vultures are the perfect bird for the month of Halloween. On 

warm days, they ride the       thermals of the Strait of Juan de Fuca to the 

Olympic Peninsula. While the best place to see huge numbers is Neah Bay, 

in Sequim we typically see groups of 40 as they drift south towards California and on to South America. 

When we watch them soaring, Turkey Vultures are among the most graceful of birds.  They are perfectly 

constructed for extended flight on whatever small air currents may be present.  They do wobble a bit, 

and this is one way to tell TVs from hawks, which usually soar in a smooth, level style.  Spending an hour 

in a hammock watching them laze their way south is a “waste of time” that invites peace of mind. What 

makes Turkey Vultures perfect for Halloween is their choice of food and certain other habits.  We        

humans regard a meal of rotting meat as revolting.  If that same half-digested meal is regurgitated later 

as a defense mechanism or to feed young, we are nauseated.  But really, SOMETHING has to clean up 

our road kills and other dead stuff.  Turkey Vultures perform this useful service.  Also, we feel that        

urinating or defecating on one’s own legs is disgusting.  Yet this habit helps vultures maintain a cool 

body         temperature on hot days.  And contrary to its reputation, TVs rarely kill any living thing but  

instead wait until the deceased has taken its last breath before digging in.  They, along with other     

scavengers, are  the     sanitation engineers of the natural world.  

 Another PR problem Turkey Vultures have is their appearance.  So elegant in flight, a TV is “a big bird 

with…plumage that does not show the dirt, and a naked head and neck like the bare arms of a         

butcher.” (Arthur Cleveland Bent) The bare red skin of the adult (black in the immature) allows the head 

and neck to be thrust into messy bodies without soiling hard-to- clean feathers.  The yellow, oversized, 

hooked bill is made for ripping flesh.  Even a baby vulture, clad in white cottony fluff, has a bare head 

and doesn’t place in the cute baby animal contest.  And if you ever see a TV on the ground, you’ll notice 

that it walks with an ungainly sideways hitch and takes off with as much awkwardness as if it just 

learned to fly.  No, these birds will never be the flagship species for any conservation campaign unless it 

is based on a Halloween theme.  We humans want our native birds to be beautiful, regal or cute, and 

the Turkey Vulture is none of those things.  Yet vultures, like all living things, exist independently of  

human biases, as part of a functioning global system that we are only beginning to understand, even as 

we destroy it.  We can appreciate them intellectually as part of that system.  And as we watch flocks of 

them soar overhead this month, we can appreciate their grace, their nonviolence, and the miracle of 

creation that they, like all creatures, embody.  


